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ABSTRACT

Harmonic distributions on the two sphere aie developed and their relation with the com-

plex plane ones is established. The basic harmonic distributions are shown to obey the Cauchy

integration rules. Local Cartan tensors on S2 are introduced. They are analytic functions satis-

fying a harmonic analyticity condition. Their Laurent expansion is examined and the connection

with the complex plane analysis is given. Diff(S2) and its one parameter gauge subgroups are

discussed in the harmonic coordinate system. The derivation of the Virasoro algebra from the one

parameter subgroups of Diff(S2) is worked out in two special cases ( a • 0** = 0) . A real-

ization based on Cartan tensors is also given. Finally we show that there is a 1: 1 correspondence

between the ( 2 ,0) supersymmetiy on S2 and the hypermultiplet duality of Galperin et al.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Infinite dimensional l i e algebras play an important role in the understanding of the gen-

eral setting of various theories. One of the best examples is the Virasoro algebra, which underlies

the physics of two dimensional confonnal field theories [1]. As such, they are important for strings

[2] and the statistical models of critical phenomena [3].

Recently, much interest has been shown in the study of infinite Lie algebras of diffeomor-
phisms of some manifolds U referred to as Diffi M) [4] and also to their Kac-Moody general-
izations [51. Particular attention was given to the subalgebra volume-preserving diffeomorphisms
of Diff( A/) as it corresponds to the residual symmetry of an extended object in the Ught cone
gauge [6]. The basic examples of such algebras are the area-preserving diffeomorphisms of the
two-sphere S2 and the torus T2 = Sl x S1 [7],[8], These are particular one parameter gauge
subgroups of Diffl. S2) and Diff( T2) that occur in the description of the spherical and toroidal
membranes respectively. Such symmetries have been discussed in different occasions, and a re-
lation between these algebras and SU(oo) has been obtained [9]. For the case of the 2-sphere,
this is achieved by expanding functions on S2 with respect to a global basis that involves spherical
harmonics Y?(<p, 6);l>0,\m\<£ [10]. Moreover, it was shown that it is possible to get a Vira-
soro algebra as a subalgebra of the area-preserving diffeomorphisms of the torus [11]. This should
be also possible for the 2-sphere if the parameter of the transformation was expanded in a Laurent
series in an adequate local coordinate system. Furthermore, as far as the sphere is concerned, there
are other one parameter subgroups of Diff(S2). The latters though not area-preserving, can be
linked to the symmetries of the confonnal theory on the sphere.

In this paper we use the harmonic parametrization of S2 to examine these topics. In

particular, we study two interesting one parameter gauge subgroups of Diff(S2) and show how

the Virasoro algebra can be extracted from them. To do that, we have developed the harmonic

distributions on the 2-sphere discovered some years ago by Galperin et al. [12] and a new result is

obtained. Then we prove a basic formula showing the existence of a special set of functions denned

on S2. These functions satisfy a local harmonic analyticity condition on the sphere. They may be

compared to analytic functions on the complex plane.

Among our results the obtention of the extension of the Cauchy integration theorem [13]
to the u-space given by

where Cu is a contour surrounding the singularity localized at u~ = w~. ( w~ • u~) "• = (w^uf -
u f u j ) ~" is a harmonic distribution. The above relation reduces to the standard Cauchy integration
rules of the complex plane once the choice wf = 0 , and w^ = - 1 is made.

Analytic functions on the sphere are the solution of the, local harmonic analyticity con-
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dilion namely:

or eqaivalently

u~ • ^ - F ' t w , u) = 0 - F* = F»(u, O , ( 1 2 )

(1.3)
• € 2

where the Laurent modes /<<+z"i> (UP) are obtained by the help of Eqs.(l.l).

Moreover, the one parameter gauge subgroups of Diff( S1) considered in this study are
given by the diffeomorphisms:

iti* = [p^itiiD— — a—(v)D**] u* , (1.4)

with the constraint equation a—yS" = 0. The two solutions are shown to correspond to the well-
known left and right Virasoro algebras generated by the modes L« and Ln. For the case a j 0
for instance, the conformal current T4* ( u") is an analytic field on the sphere obeying the following
O.P.E. algebra

2(u, u 2 ) 4 (u , u 2 ) 2

where ^'(u~
as follows:

is a primary field of conformal weight h = g/2 defined on S2. The presentation is

In Sec. 2, we review briefly the harmonic parametrization of S2 and fix our notations. We
give also the various kinds of tensors that live on the sphere. Then, we derive the relation between
the harmonics and the complex parametrization of the sphere. The latter is shown to have a constant
metric in the harmonic coordinate system. Finally, we study the harmonic distributions on S2. We
note that there are two basic types of distributions namely ( uf • uj) ~" and ( uf • u^) ~". All others
such as the harmonic 6 ones are expressed in terms of these. The basic harmonic distributions are
found to admit a deep connection with the distributions (z\ — zj ) ~* and ( i \ — zi) ~B of the complex
plane. A new result is obtained here.

In Sec.3, we prove the basic formula Eq.(l.l) and discuss the Laurent expansion of func-
tions defined on S2. The correspondence with the complex plane analysis is given. In Sec.4, we
study the group DiffiS2) in the hannonic coordinate system. In particular, we show that the
one parameter subgroups of Diff(S2) characterized by cT'fP* • 0 lead to the left and right
Virasoro algebras generated by the modes LK and Ln. Further details on local harmonic analysis
on the sphere is exposed in Sec.5. There, we give also the Schwarzian derivative, the O.P.E., as
well as the fields realizations of the Virasoro algebra in terms of Cartan tensors.

In Sec.6, we show that there exists a remarkable relation between the (2,0) supersymmet-
ric theories on Sz and the D = 4 N = 2 theories formulated on harmonic superspace. We observe

that there is a one to one correspondnece between the (2 ,0 ) supersymmetric scalar representation
on the sphere and the dual hypermultiplets of Galperin et al. [14],[15],[16]. A generalization to all
(2,0) supersymmetric representations is obtained.

The last section is devoted to the conclusion.

2. GENERALITIES ON THE DISTRIBUTIONS ON S2

In this section, we use the harmonic parametrization on the unit two-sphere S1 to study
the distributions on S2 and the general frame-work of the tensor analysis on the sphere. We start by
giving the main lines of the harmonic coordinates system of S2. Then we examine its relation with
the well-known complex parametrization of S2. Recall that the 2-sphere is equivalent to C U {oo}.
C is the complex plane. Finally, we develop the harmonic distributions on S2 and give a new result.

2.1 The hannonic parametrization of S2 [14]

The two-sphere S2 is parametrized by two degrees of freedom. It can be described in
various coordinate systems among which we find the spherical, the Euclidean and the complex
ones. The harmonic coordinate system is another interesting one. In the latter, one uses the coset
manifold structure of S2 ~ S [ / ( 2 ) / I / ( l ) to represent the two degrees of freedom. The idea is to
start from an isodoublet of complex variables u^ and u~ = u+' (four real degrees of freedom) and
impose two appropriate constraints on these coordinates. The first constraint which kills one real
degree is given by

„ + . „ - = ,.» = 1 . (2.1)

Note that we are using the convention u+ • u~ = u+'u^ through all this paper. The (±) indices
refer to the U(l) Cartan subgroup of SU(2). They are called Cartan charges. Equation (2.1) admits
moreover a U{ 1) invariance given by

(2.2)

where F 4 is a generic Cartan tensor object. The above U(l) symmetry can be used to fix the
remaining extra degree. This is achieved by requiring that all object defined on S2 obey Eq.(2.2).

Cartan tensors V defined on S1 are in general functions of the hannonic variables car-
rying a Cartan charge q € 7L. Note that these tensors may be classified in three lands though we
shall use only the third type. Constant tensors which are globally defined on the two-sphere S2.
They are independent of the harmonics:

(2.3)



<»»*•.)=«((,•••«/,•••«/.)

The second kind of tensors arc those which depend only on one of the two harmonics.

For example
r 9 ( u - ) = C * + dJ'+1)u- i + . . . , (2.4)

where C and dj'+1> are tensor objects satisfying Eq.(2.3). The last kind of tensors, which play an
important role in the off shell formulation of some extended supersymmetric theories [14] is given
by fields of the form:

r(u±) = £ <Bt,u5t(nf'''* , (2.5)

where we have set

Note that the basis elements u</u<i are nothing else that \ht(2l+ 1) irreducible SU(2) represen-
tations which should be compared to the spherical harmonics Yim, —£<m<^£ [10}.

The coefficient of the expansions Eq.(2.4)-(2.5) are obtained by help of the following
formula [12]

(2.7)

where du is the integration measure on S2 defined as

/ du=l , I du u^u", = 0 .
JSi JS1

As examples, the coefficients of the development Eq.(2.4) are given by C = / d u r * a n d 2 ^ ' + I ) =
— / du( u*V). Remark that though the Cartan charge of the integrand is not conserved, the value
of the integal is not zero. This is valid only for the two first kinds of fields Et)S.(2.3>-(2.4).

We end this subsection by giving the explicit form of the measure du on 5"2 [19]

- d u = u~ • du~ A u + • du* . (2.8)

It will play an important role in our study. The factor ( y ) is introduced to compensate the factor
(2) coming from the 2 ^ symmetry of SU(2).

2.2 THE RELATION WITH THE COMPLEX REPRESENTATION

To make contact with the standard complex parametrization of the sphere S2 ~ C[/{oo}
[13], note first of all that given two points P and Q on S2 respectively parametrized by ti* and u*.
we have the following relations*

(2.9)

" Eqs. (2.9) were obtained independently in Ref.[17J.
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(2.9*)

andv u~ equals a phase times (l + \b\)~1/z forz = oo and b a given fixed value ^ oo. A similar
relation is valid for v* • u*.

Making a particular choice of the point F on S 2 say w J" = 0 and v 1 = - 1 corresponding
to i = 0 , we discover the complex realization of the harmonic variables namely:

; 7 ) , «»
To obtain the integral measure on S1 Eq,(2.g), take two neighbourhood points Q and

Q + dQ respectively parametrized by u* and u* + du*. Plug in Eqs. (2.9), one finds after using
the identities u+ • « + = ti~ • u" = 0:

dr*+ = u+ du* = (1 + \z\)'xdi , (2.11)

for z € C. The remaining part z = oo involves a set of vanishing measure and therefore can be
ignored as the integral over it is zero.

Putting Eqs.<2.11) in Eq.(2.8) one gets the standard realization of the integral measure of
S2 on the complex plane C.

du = 2(1+ \z\)~2dz Adz. (2.12)

Integrating over S2, one discovers the first relation of Eqs.(2.7) up to a normalization
constant (4 iir). In what follows we shall use the normalized measure -̂j-j. The length element on
S1 can be also expressed in the harmonic language. It reads as:

d£ 2 =4dV dr** . (2.13)

This equation tells us mat the metric of the sphere S2 in the harmonic coordinate system is constant.
It should be compared with the length element dz,dz of the planar geometry. Eq.(2.13) tells us
also that the confonnal properties of the two-sphere may be studied in a straightforward way in the
hannonic language. Therefore all the technology of calculation developed for the planar geometry
starting from the Cauchy integration rules should have its analog on S2. This will be examined in
Sec.3 as they will be used in the forthcoming sections. A new result is obtained.

2.3 The Harmonic Distributions on S2

The basic distributions on the sphere S2 were discovered some years ago by Galperin et
al. [12]. They are given by the singular quantities (uj~ • Uj")~" and (u\ • uj)"", nis a positive



integer. All other distributions on S2 such as the harmonic £ ones can be obtained out of the
basic ones. These distributions have a formal harmonic expansion which diverge at ui = uz. For
(i*7 • tij) ~" for instance, the harmonic series reads as

(2.14)
A similar formula is valid for ( u | - t i j ) ~ \ One can check easily by help of Eq.(2.1) that the
following identities hold [12]

Si0-°Httuni) = 2«D[(ur

where £<9>~s) (« i , «2) is the harmonic 6-function of "charge g" on S 2 given by

(2.15)

(2.16)

£D is the usual Dirac distribution satisfying JdxSoix) = 1. Note its special argument
namely (117 • u^) ( u{ • u j ) . The fundamental harmonic distributions obey other interesting prop-
erties, e.g.

f J^

(n— 1)!

(2.17)

Moreover the basic distributions ( u, • u 2 )~* and ( U, • uj ) ~" as well as those given by
Eqs.(2.15) are all of them real under the combined conjugation ~ (*) [12]. The latter which is
defined as

was shown to be the natural conjugation of the harmonics. Accordingly u+ and u" may be viewed
as two "real" independent quantities satisfying Eqs.(2.1)-(2.2). This is a very important point since
one can let these variables to vary independently. In all what follows we shall use this combined
conjugation (~ ) only.

Now, take Eq.(2.16) and set F" = 1. We get the relation

( 2 1 9 )

for any w* satisfying Eq.(2.1). Suppose that w* parametrizes a given fixed point on S 2 (dw* = 0),
then from the last relation of Eqs.(2.15) which is non trivial only for u* = u* we And:

dr— = d(w- • u - ) . (2.20)

Replacing 6<°'°> by its value Eqs.(2,15) in Eq.(2.19) and using Eq.(2.20) we get after some easy
algebra the following formula:

2 / , - ! , (2 21)

where Cu is a Contour surrounding the singularity at u = w. A similar identity is valid for T** .
Actually, Eq.(2.21) may be guessed from the second relation of Eq. (2.17) just by analogy with the
complex analysis of the planar geometry. Recall that

(2.22)

Finally, note that in Eq.(2.21) the u+ variable is Axed to w+ and therefore we are left with only one
degree of freedom namely T — (r** = 0 ). The derivative D** takes then the form

d (2.23)

This is a crucial point that will be illustrated on explicit examples later one.

3. THE LAURENT DEVELOPMENT ON S2

From the previous section Eqs.(2.8), (2.11)-(2.13) and (2.21)-(2.22) we learned that the
new harmonic variables r and T** behave as the complex variables z and ~z of the complex palne.
Eq.(2.21) has the form of the residue theorem of the standard complex analysis. It is not hard to
see also that the identity u~ • u~ = 0 is equivalent to:

/
Jo.

r— = 0 . ( 3 D

Note moreover that the following equality usually holds:

S<«.-»>(w,u) = fi(a-o)(w,u.) , ¥ , 6 2 , (3.2)

thanks to the Dirac fi-function and the constaint Eq.(2.1).

Now, using the above identity, Eq.(2.16) may be rewritten in the following interesting

dr— „.. .
form:

<«) , v, e z . (3.3)

g



To obtain the Laurent expansion of the Cartan tensor F*{ u) we are looking for, we have
to prove the existence of a formula generalizing the Cauchy integration theorem of the planar ge-
ometry to the sphere S2 parametrized by the harmonics. We will show herebelow that this formula
exists and reads as:

n!
(3.4)

The proof is done in two steps. First observe that because of the vanishing of the boundary
of S2, we have for any positive integer re

f ~( u) = (->" f — a(<"-')(w,u)<z>;+>".F'<'~2>

Jsi 4irt (3.5)
The right hand side of the above relation is easily calculated by help of Eq.(2.16). It is given by

(3.6)

The next step is to calculate the left hand side of Eq.(3.5). This is achieved by first using Eq.(3.2)
and the identity

[D?,dT++] = 0. (3.7)

Then integrating with respect to T** by following the same method as for Eq.(3.3) we obtain:

/ ¥ ^ < g " H , 1 J^-2 )(t .+ ,o | • (38)

Finally using the relation

«* (3.9)

and equating Eq.(3.8) with Eq.(3.6) we get the desired result Eq.(3.4). Consequently, the Laurent
expansion for any analytic local Cartan tensors T*(u~) defined on the sphere S1 exists and is given
by:

£ ) ( 1 (3.10)

where ui* parametrize a given fixed point on S2 and where the Lament modes are obtained from
the formula Eq.(3.4). Actually Eq.{3.10) should be compared to the Laurent expansion of analytic
functions f(z) of the complex plane C;

(3.11)

where a is a given fixed point on C.

We end this section by giving the Laurent expansion corresponding to the choice a = 0
Eq.(3,ll). It is obtained from Eq.(3,10) by setting vf = w+l = 0 and wj = w+2 = - 1 as in
Eqs.(2.9)-(2.10). It reads as:

(312)

where C(*+I* are Cartan constants. The derivative D** reduces to ( j ^ - ) . dr— becomes du~2

and Eq. (3.4) coincides with the Cauchy integration formula of the complex plane. There is no u"1

dependence.

Lastly, note that a similar treatment may be performed for the u* variable and a Laurent
expansion analogous to Eq.(3.10) can be written down:

•cz

Eqs. (3.10) and (3.13) are then the solutions of the constraint equations

Their analogs in the complex plane are given by:

3 ( 5 - 5 )

(3.13)

(314)

(3.15)

In the two next sections, we shall give some illustrating examples of the Laurent ex-
pansions on the two-sphere. They will be used to extract the Virasoro algebra from particular
Diff(S2) subgroups.

4. DU1(32) AND THE VIRASORO ALGEBRA

In this section, we study the diffcomorphism group of S2 : Diffi S2 ), its subgroups and
their relation to the Virasoro algebra. This work will be done in the harmonic coordinates system
of S1. There, the 2-sphere is defined as the set of points Q = QCu*) satisfying Eqs.(2.1>(2.2).

To start, consider the set of die general coordinate transformations on S2 namely

(4.1)

In practice the above change is given by

u = u A — u*a

10
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where A, B, a " and fi— are arbitrary real functions on S1 obeying the constraint equation (u+' •

v~ ~ 1)
AB + «—/T* = 1

A = A, B - B , & " = « - - , ~p*=f+. (4.3)

The infinitesimal transfomations of Eq.(4.2), obtained by setting A = l + o + 0 ( o 2 ) a n d B =
1 + 6 + 0( 62) in Eq.(4.2) read in terms of the derivatives D**, D Eqs. (2.17) and the operator
D° counting the Caitan charges as:

(4.4)

(4.5)

A -(fc,0**, a") .

The classical algebra of the £A's can be easily calculated. It is given by

where Aj = (6j,j8J*,aJ™) reads as:

a^~ * D**ct[{~a^~ — D—oi\iP$] - (4.6)

The subgroups of Eq.(4.1) are obtained from Eqs.(4,2) by making particular choices of
the functions A, B, a— and ft** satisfying Eq.(4.3) [18], [19], As an example take AB = 1 and
a—ft** = 0. We shall examine this special case in details as it is related to the Virasoro algebra.
Before that, remark that the interesting Diff( S2) subgroup area-preserving which has been given
much attention recently [10] can be studied using the harmonic language. The constraint equation
specifying this subgroup is obtained by requiring that the Jacobian of the transformations Eq.(4.2)
is unimodular. It reads in our language as follows:

D**a~~ -

An interesting set of solutions is given by

0 . (4.7)

(4.8)

where \ = )>(ti) is an arbitrary real function on S2.
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Now we come to the Diff(S2) subgroups mentioned earlier. We shall focus our at-
tention on the particular cases A = B = 1 and a— • ft** = 0. There exists two possibilities:
^** = 0 but a— ^ 0 or the inverse. We consider hereafter the case a / 0, the other possi-
bility goes along the same lines. Putting A = B = l a n d ^ + + = 0 i n Eq.(4.2) we get the special
transformations:

—a u , a
(4.9)

As a consequence the Lie derivative £A reduces to ( - a D** ). Moreover, starting from Eq.(4.9)
and performing another transformation Q" = Q"( Q') we get

= « — f t i , £ = t t • i

(4.10)

Using Eq.(4.9), we obtain the following relations

Uj = U, •

(4.11)ut • i4 = uj • «J = «t • «2 - 0 .

The harmonic variable u* is neutral under the transformations Eq.(4.9). Then it can be set to a
given fixed value say w+. «~ however remains free. The Diff(52) subgroup described by Eq.(4.9)
has one real free parameter a and may be cast in the form:

U~ = U~ — T (J

_' _ ' +
« = U — T ill ,

or equivalentiy by using the natural variable T = w~ • u~

7-""' = t~~\r") .

(4.12)

(4.13)

Eq.(4.13) is an analytic transformation in the sense that it does not depend ODT*4 = W+ • U+ which
in this discussion is identically zero. This is not a problem since r+* = 0 reflects just the fact that
there are two irreducible dual conformal algebras as observed earlier. They obey the constraint
equation T'+r— =« 0. The other algebra is then parametrized by T**(T =0) .

Furthermore the classical algebra of the infinitesimal transformations

(4.14)

can be calculated and turns out to coincide with the conform al algebra as shown here below

(4.15)

In the next section we examine the Laurent modes version of this algebra.

12



5. THE VIRASORO MODES ON S2 AND THE FIELD REALIZATIONS

The conformal current on S1 generating the transformations Eq.(4.14) is an analytic Car-
tan tensor carrying four charges T**(u). According to the result of Sec.3, Eqs. (3.4)-(3.10), its
Laurent expansion around a given fixed point P = P(w*) reads as

(5.1)

where L~ln{ui) are the Laurent modes obeying the classical algebra

(5.2)

This relation may be checked by using the following realization of the modes L~2"(w) obtained
from Eq.(4.14) by expanding the parameter t— ;

Quantum mechanically, the Virasoro algebra has a conformal anomaly coming from the fact that
the conformal itnsor T** does not transform homogeneously under a conformal change. In our
case this transformation reads as

(5.4)

where S** is the conformal anomaly we mentioned above. It is given by the equation [19]

(5.5)

where we have used u' = u~ — e—u+.

Expanding e ~ in a Laurent series around ui* Eq.(3.10) and using the integration rules
Eqs.(3.4), one obtains the standard form of the quantum Virasoro algebra

£ . (5.6)

Moreover conformal Cartan tensors on S2 are obtained by requiring the following h-torm on the
two-sphere [1]

*(«)=<<ir-)V2*U), (5.7)

to be invariant under the conformal change. We find

(5.8)

13

This relation shows that the conformal weight h of the Cartan tensor </>' is equal to q/2. Infinitesi-

mally, Eq.(5.8) takes the form

which by Eq.(3.4) may be rewritten as:

where the operator product expansion on S1 ofr**(«7)^'(«2) is given by

(5.9)

(5.10)

For the conformal current itself we have:

5.1 The Field Realizations of the Virasoro Algebra on S2

We give hereafter two field realizations of the conformal algebra. Eq.(5.6), the conformal
objects are naturally Cartan tensors and in particular the scalar X(u*) and thespinor V)+(u*) and
Vi=t( u*) fields. We consider in details the case of the spinor fields only. The treatment of the scalar
fields goes along the same lines. We shall then give only the results.

The conformally invariant action we are interesting in reads for the fields ip* and ^* as
follows [19]:

* f ^ (5.13)f du
Js*

Note that one can consider also the case of the Cartan spinors rj>- and $~. The corre-
sponding action S[ $~, i/~] is obtained from Eq.(4.1) by interchanging + and — charges. More-
over, a cross term of the form {ij>+D ifr+) without (i) which exhibits an SU(2) Pauli Cursey group,
has a vanishing action since we have:

= f
Js1 duD~( 0 . (5.14)

The action S[4>\fr] given by Eq.(5.13) admits two independents local symmetries.
The first which was already discussed in Sec.4 is given by the local coordinate change:

(u) ,Sv+ =0 ,

14
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implying in turn the following variations

(5.16)

The other local symmetry is the dual of the previous one. It reads as

fiu" = 0 .

The Cartan spinors $+ and $>+ are neutral under these transformations. However, D— and the
integral measure du on S1 vary as follows:

6(D—) = (D—\++)D—

fi(du) = -(D—X**)dv

S^ = 6$+ = 0 . (5.17)

Remark that both these local invariances are parametrized by one real function on S2 namely X—

and X**, The generators of these symmetries are respectively given by the conformal currents T**

and T4~. We shall examine herebelow the field realizations of T**.

The equations of motion of the fields V>+ and $+ are obtained by the standard methods
of the Euler Lagrangc, They read as:

—V>+(«*V>+(«*) = D~i>* = 0 (5.18)

This is a harmonic differential equation on S*. It is clear that there is no global solution for r/>* of
the type given by Eq.(2.5). However a local solution still exists. Eq.(5.18) tells us that V>+ depends
on the u~ variable only. The solution we are looking for is then of the form (see Eqs. (3.10)-(3.13)):

IC>+(TO = r d i - . o y * 1 ! * ) . (5.19)

Consequently, by following the standard mediod of conformal field theory one can check
that the conformal current T**( u~)

") = — : (ij>+D** ifi+ — U + + ^ + ^ + ) : (5.20)

satisfies the O.P.E. on the 2-sphcre Eq.(5.12) with c = 2 • j - . In doing this calculation one uses the
two point correlation functions:

0

15

(5.21)

Note that these propagators respect the Cartan charge conservation and the antisymmetry

property both in the fields an in the arguments.

For the bosonic field X(u+) the corresponding free action reads as

SIX] = i f
2 Js'

(5.22)

Here also we have two kinds of local symmetries generated by the conformal currents
T** andr4"". The solution of the equation of motion D** D—X = 0 o n $ 2 is:

(5.23)

where i ( u " ) and i(t»+) are respectively given by Eqs.(3.10) and (3.13). The field realizations of

T** and T*~ are:

4

4
(5.24)

The two-point correlation functions leading to the algebra of T"*+ and T* ~ are non local and read

as:
- o

(5.26)

As a conclusion to this section we should say that the harmonic distributions (tij" • u j ) "*
and ( u | - «J )~ m on the sphere £>* play the same role as do (z\ — z i )~" and (21 — «„) ~m in the
planar geometry. They are really the basic objects on S2.

6. THE (2,0) SUPERSPHERE AND HYPERMULTIPLET DUALITY

In this section we want to show that there exists a remarkable connection between the
(2,0) supersymmetric extension of the 2-sphere and some extended space-time supersymmetric the-
ories formulated on harmonic superspace. Without loss of generality, we shall focus our attention
on D = 4 JV « 2 supersymmetry and show that there is one to one correspondence between the
(2,0) supersymmetric scalar representation on the sphere S1 and the dual hypermultiplets. Then, on
the basis of this correspondence, we give an extension of the hypermultiplet duality transformations
to other representations. To start recall that the set of dual hypermultiplets {u, 4>*F**}, a = 1,2
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were first discovered by Galperinetal [14,15,16]. u,4>t andF** are real supernelds on the D = 4
JV = 2 harmonic supcrspace (.x^,6^,8il,uf). The hypennultiplet duality transformations they
found read as:

(61)

where v* = (v*, v*) are parameters that obey the constraint equation v*'v~ - 1. Note that the
above transofrmations involve as much Cartan bosonic degrees of freedom (w, F**) as fermionic
ones (<j>+, $+). The set {w, <fc t F** } form therefore a( 2,0) supermultiplet carrying 2+2 degrees
of freedom.

To better understand this property, let us review briefly the (2,0) Cartan supersymme-
try on the sphre S2. The (2,0) supersphere is parametrized by superharmonic coordinates U =
(u*, 6~, $~), where u* satisfy Eq.(2.1) and where B~ and B~ are their superpartners. Cartan su-
perfields T' , g even, are tensors on the supersphere exhibiting the following 9 expansion:

T"(u) = X* + <r^<«+1 - *TVf'+1) - 2 ~ 0 ~$-Yi"*1> . (6.2)

This above development reduces for the case q = 0 to

T{n) = x - e~ • v>+ + $' • e-y**,

where we have used the SU(2) notations 6~ = £a4fl* = (9~ ,6~) and^* = eat^
h = ($+,ij>*), efJ =

1. The (2,0) supersymmeiric transformations exchanging the fields of the off shell multiplet
(X, i>*, Y++) are found to be:

- iD**X)
(6.3)

where fi£ is the (2,0) supersymmetric operator admitting the properties

6, - e-£>+ - I-JD**

D* •

(6-4)

More generally the supersymmetric transformations of the real supermultiplet (X («*, V>£'+ 1J, V<t+2))
read as follows:
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I • (6.5)

Having shown that the set of fields {X('>, Vi*+1), Ylt+X>} form a (2,0) off shell supersymmetric
multiplet, we turn now to the main purpose of this section , namely the connection between the
D=4 N=2 hypermultiplets and the (2,0) Cartan supersymmetry on the 2-sphere.

Our result is as follows:

1) There is a one to one correspondence between the (2,0) scalar supermultiplet {X, ij>*, Y*
and the dual hyermultiplet = {w, $%, .F++}.

2) the second result is a generalization of the previous one: for any (2,0) supermultiplet
{X(t>), V>i*+1\ F < s + 2 ) }. Their duality transfrormations generalizing Eqs.(6.1) read as:

(6.6)

To prove the first statement, it is sufficient to observe that a part from the statistics, there is a field by
field correspondence between the two sets {X, ij>*, Y*+} and {w, ^*, F*+}. Indeed X and u are
Cartan scalars, ipl and j>* are real doublets of Cartan spinors and finally Y** and F** are vectors
on the 2-sphere. The latters share also the property of being both of them auxiliary fields.

We end this section by remarking that this study can be extended to the case of complex
representations. This seems however to require more supersymmetries on S2.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We start this concluding section by recalling the basic result of this paper namely the
obtention of the following formula Eq.(3.4)

nl
(7.1)

, is a contour in the u- space surrounding the singularity localized at u~ = u". (w~-u~)~*;
n > 0 are the basic harmonic distributions on the two-sphere S2. A similar relation is also valid
for the u* variable and the harmonic distributions (u+ .u+)~".

Equation (7.1) implies in turn that a Laurent expansion of F^iu) denned on the sphere
S2 around a given fixed point P = F(w*) exists and reads as follows Eq.(3.10)

(7.2)
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Note that Eqs.(7.1.2) should be expected since we know that the 2 -sphere can be recovered by the
two charts: C U {00}. Their relation with the complex variables is given. Moreover, the previous
relations are the key in the derivation of the Virasoro algebra from the diffeomorphism group of
S2 as well as its field realizations. They can be used also for other applications.

To derive these new identities on S2, we first observed that the basic harmonic distri-
butions are those given by (uf • u j )"" and («J uj)^"1, where u* are the harmonic variables
Eq.(2.1). All the other distributions on S1 namely the harmonic { ( ) r l )(ui , t i2) ones as well as
(1 + uf ujut - u p " " can be expressed in terms of the basic ones Eqs.(2.15). Then we noted that
the harmonic 6-distributions given by 6(tl~^; q € 2Z, arc in fact all of them equal to fi*0>0) which
is essentially a Dirac S function with a special argument. This is an important point since it allows
us to integrate out one of the harmonic variables say u* for instance. As a consequence v.* is set
to the fixed value u* as shown by Eq.(7.2). The proof of Eq.(7.1) follows in a straightforward way
and is exposed in Sec,3,

Furthermore, we showed that there is a deep relation between the harmonic distributions
on the 2-sphere and the complex ones of the planar geometry namely (z2 — zi)~* and (22 — £1) ~n.
This is easily seen when making the choice w jT = 0 and w J = — 1. In this case Eq.(7.1) reduces to
the standard Cauchy integration theorem of the complex plane.

On the basis of these results, we studied also the diffeomorphisms group of S1 using
the harmonic parametrization of S2. We found that the one parameter Diff( S1) subgroups char-
acterized by a 0** = 0 coincide with the well known left and right Virasoro algebra of two-
dimensional field theories. The O.P.E. algebras in terms of harmonic distributions are also obtained.
As illustrating examples, we gave the spinor and the boson conformal field models on the sphere
S2 .

The supersymmetric extension of the previous construction can be achieved without any
difficulty. It seems to add nothing new to the known superconformal theory on the plane. However,
we found that there exist a remarkable connection between the (2,0) supersymmetric extensions of
conformal field theory on S2 and the D = 4 N = 2 supersymmetric theory formulated on harmonic
superspace. We showed in particular that the set of dual hypermultiplets {w, ̂ , F** } is in one 10
one correspondence with the (2,0) scalar supermultiplet on the 2-sphere. This result was extended
for any (2,0) supersymmetric representations and a generalized duality transformation is obtained.
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